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1. Introduction 3. Why adapt current OECD methods?

2. Objectives

• Adverse outcome pathways (AOPs) organize toxicological information on a given mechanism of action
and can aid to increase confidence in chemical risk-assessment

Fig. 1 – Abstract schematic of an adverse outcome pathway         

• Omics-technologies could have the potential to derive mechanistic information on toxicological interactions
a priori via high-throughput genome-wide scrutiny of molecular fingerprints

• A rigorous methodology is needed to enable a proof-of-concept application of omics to robustly discover
toxicological key events in micro-algal AOPs and thus increase confidence in chemical risk assessment

I. Development of a rigorously defined microalgae culturing, exposure and metabolite/RNA sampling system

• Tailored for discovery of molecular markers associated with induction of adverse outcome after
toxicant exposure

• Optimised for robust RNA & metabolite extraction over the time-course of a stress response

II. Development of an experimental design enabling time-course analysis of the micro-algal stress response as
part of a multi-phase omics–driven AOP discovery approach
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OECD and ISO guidelines:
• 72h toxicity test as international standard for algae

toxicity testing

• Developed for routine chemical risk assessment based
on observation of accumulated growth inhibition over
multiple days and cell cycles

• Suboptimal:
• for anchoring molecular stress profiles specifically to

a singular adverse outcome (Fig. 2)

• for reproducible exposure to volatile toxicants

• for generating sufficient biomass for omics analyses

• introduces recovery and dilution effects

Fig. 2 – Increasing overlay of molecular
changes leads to uncertainty in relating
cause-effect chains of molecular events to
adverse outcome induction (growth inhibition)

4. Variables in method development

• The microalgae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii was used as model organism
• Algal growth, reference - and volatile toxicant toxicity tests were performed:

• With varying vessel size, air-space, Na-HCO3 supplementation, inoculum and photoperiod
• To optimise biomass & growth rates, enable autotrophy, and minimize volatilisation & pH drift

• Metabolite and RNA extraction method parameters were optimized for:
• Rapid biomass harvesting methods of cells from large media volumes
• Homogenisation methods
• (Re-)Suspension volumina and vessels
• Sufficient bbiomaterial quantity/quality for metabolomics/transcriptomics analyses

5. Results: Culturing conditions, exposures, experimental design and extractions

• At designated time-points, RNA and metabolites will be extracted from algae exposed to chlorobenzene (Low, High doses) in the designed rigorous exposure system using the devised extraction protocol
• Control signatures will be compared to treatment at each time-point for scrutiny of substantially induced molecular changes
• Found time-points of high relevance will enter the next phase of investigation, featuring higher replication for reproduction and quantification of stress-related biomarkers to hypothesize on key events within the AOP for baseline toxicity

6. Synthesis and next steps

Phase	I
• Screening	for	
time-windows	
harboring	
substantial	
molecular	
changes

Phase	II
• Highly	
replicated	
investigation	
of	molecular	
changes	to	
hypothesize	
on	key	events	

Phase	III
• Targeted	
quantification	
of	key	event	
response-
response	
relations

Phase	IV
• Analysis	of	key	
event	
causality,	
essentiality

• Suggesting	KE	
assays	for	risk	
assessment

Tiered experimental design for key event discovery
Multi-phase approach
• Key event discovery via

deconvolution of time-
course dose-response
and response-response
patterns of toxicant-
induced molecular
changes

A protocol was 
developed which 
is fit for sampling 
of cell populations 
from small & large 
media volumes, 
low & high cell 
densities, volatile 
or non-volatile 
toxicants

Exposure and sampling

• Time-course dynamics of
large molecular changes
in omics profiles (Fig. 4)
will be investigated
initially

• Gene expression and
metabolite levels will be
screened over time to
indicate time-points of
high relevance for
quantification

Fig. 4 – Schematic of phase-I sampling time-
points along cell cycle for omics analysis

Time course analysis

• Test duration (Fig. 3)
• Adjusted to 24h format

for discovery of key
events linked to a single
adverse outcome

• Volatiles testing (Fig. 3)
• Culture in 65.1ml vials

without airspace (HCO3-
enriched media)

• Biomass optimization
• Uninhibited growth &

low pH drift: 4.5-5E5 c/ml
inoculum, 12:12h
photoperiod yields
>1.2mg biomass

• Reference validation
• Validated for reference

chemicals K2Cr2O7 and
3,5-DCP (not shown)

Adapted  culturing/exposure system

24h72h

Growth rate

Fig. 3 – Adaptation of test duration, test vessel, inoculum, under
12:12h photoperiod and in HCO3-enriched media

• Chlorobenzene was chosen as volatile model
toxicant for investigation of the baseline
toxicity AOP

• Two exposure levels (Low, High; Fig. 5) were
selected from initial toxicity test to enable
scrutiny of dose-response criteria for putative
key events

Fig. 5 – Designation of exposure levels
from 24h toxicity assay
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